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ABSTRACT
Testing database management systems (DBMSs) is a complex task. Traditional approaches, such as metamorphic testing, need a precise comprehension of the SQL specification to create diverse inputs with equivalent semantics. The vagueness and intricacy of the SQL specification make it challenging to accurately model query semantics, thereby posing difficulties in testing the correctness and performance of DBMSs. To address this, we propose Mozi, a framework that finds DBMS bugs via configuration-based equivalent transformation. The key idea behind Mozi is to compare the results of equivalent DBMSs with different configurations, rather than between semantically equivalent queries. The framework involves analyzing the query plan, changing configurations to transform the DBMS to an equivalent one, and re-executing the query to compare the results using various test oracles. For example, detecting differences in query results indicates correctness bugs, while observing faster execution times on the optimization-closed DBMS suggests performance bugs.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of Mozi by evaluating it on four widely used DBMSs, namely MySQL, MariaDB, Clickhouse, and PostgreSQL. In the continuous testing, Mozi found a total of 101 previously unknown bugs, including 49 correctness and 52 performance bugs in four DBMSs. Among them, 90 bugs are confirmed and 57 bugs have been fixed. In addition, Mozi can be extended to other DBMS fuzzers for testing various types of bugs. With Mozi, testing DBMSs becomes simpler and more effective, potentially saving time and effort that would otherwise be spent on precisely modeling SQL specifications for testing purposes.
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• Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Database Management Systems (DBMSs) serve as the backbone for various applications, ranging from simple web applications to complex, large-scale enterprise systems [11, 15, 58]. It is crucial to ensure the correctness, reliability, and performance of DBMSs [4, 8, 10, 40, 44]. Metamorphic testing is a prevalent approach to testing DBMSs, which focuses on building metamorphic relations [5, 6, 32, 46, 47, 49]. These relations represent mathematical relationships between the input and output of a software system, which should hold even when the input undergoes certain changes or transformations. One common way of building metamorphic relations for DBMSs is by creating different SQL queries with equivalent semantics and comparing their outputs. For instance, consider the SQL queries “SELECT 1+1” and “SELECT 2.” Although they have different syntactic representations, their semantics are equivalent, as both yield the same result.

To identify metamorphic relations, a precise comprehension of the SQL specification is necessary [17, 18, 36]. However, the inherent vagueness and intricacy of the SQL specification make accurately modeling the semantics of queries difficult. Moreover, it often requires a high degree of customization for the specific DBMS being tested. Specifically, the complexity of the ANSI SQL standard [2, 13] and per-DBMS extensions pose a significant challenge for accurately modeling SQL semantics and building metamorphic relations. For example, consider the handling of NULL values in SQL queries. The behavior of NULL values can be subtle and vary across different DBMSs. In some systems, NULL values are treated as equivalent to an empty string or zero, while in others they are treated as a...
distinct value that is neither greater than nor less than any other value \[1\]. Modeling these differences in SQL semantics is a complex task that requires a detailed understanding of the specific features and behaviors of each DBMS.

To address the problem, we present Mozi, a framework that discovers DBMS bugs via configuration-based equivalent transformation as a complement to existing methods. \textbf{Instead of focusing on query equivalence, Mozi emphasizes generating equivalent DBMSs with different configurations.} This approach allows Mozi to bypass the need for comprehensive input specification modeling, making it a more efficient and scalable solution for DBMS testing. Mozi finds DBMS bugs with three main steps. First, it executes a query and records the executed plan on the target DBMS. Second, Mozi dynamically modifies specific configurations within the DBMS based on the execution plan on-the-fly, such as optimization strategies, to create a different instantiation of the original version that is equivalent to the query. Finally, it re-issues the same query to the weakened DBMS and compares the results. Designing test oracles based on the comparison can assist in identifying various types of bugs. Discrepancies in the results indicate the presence of correctness bugs (also known as logic bugs). For example, if disabling a join optimization leads to different results, it suggests an error in the optimization’s implementation. On the other hand, if a DBMS with some optimizations disabled executes queries faster than the original implementation, it reveals performance bugs, suggesting that these optimizations might be counterproductive. By concentrating on the equivalent transformation, Mozi alleviates the complexity involved in modeling the subtle SQL semantics required by traditional methods.

The main challenge of achieving equivalent transformations is to identify the pertinent configurations and modify them without compromising the query’s equivalence. Making arbitrary changes in configurations closely related to the query execution process may result in an inequivalent version of the query, whereas modifying other configurations that are irrelevant to the query execution process may have no effect. For example, suppose a DBMS has a configuration that limits the maximum execution time of queries. If this time limit is shortened arbitrarily, some queries may not produce any results. However, changing other configurations, such as the access control for unrelated tables, may not have any impact on query execution.

We leverage plan-guided transformation to address the challenge. Most modern DBMSs have the ability to generate an execution plan for a given SQL query, which details the steps that the DBMS takes to execute the query \[21, 23, 39\]. By analyzing the execution plan, it is possible to identify specific configurations (e.g., optimization strategies) that the DBMS is using to execute the query. In turn, this information can be used to change certain configuration parameters to create a modified version of the DBMS that executes the query with different logic but the same results. For example, if the execution plan shows that a specific optimization is being used to speed up the query execution, Mozi can disable this optimization in the modified version of the DBMS. A decrease in response time suggests the possibility of a performance issue within the DBMS. By leveraging the introspection capabilities of the DBMS, Mozi can more easily manipulate and configure the DBMS environment to test different scenarios and configurations.

We conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of Mozi in identifying previously undiscovered bugs on four widely-used DBMSs, namely MySQL \[42\], MariaDB \[34\], Clickhouse \[9\], and PostgreSQL \[43\]. In the continuous testing of three weeks, Mozi found a total of 101 previously unknown bugs, including 49 correctness and 52 performance bugs in four DBMSs. Among them, 90 bugs are confirmed and 57 bugs have been fixed. We also evaluate Mozi against some related state-of-the-art testing techniques. In 24-hour experiments, Mozi covers 64,973, 54,464, 43,236, 28,499, and 14,084 more branches, detects 25, 22, 21, 24, and 26 more bugs than PQS \[48\], NoREC \[46\], TLP \[47\], APOLLO \[25\], and AMOEBA \[33\], respectively. Additionally, we assess the significance of the plan-guided approach in Mozi and demonstrate its scalability by applying Mozi to other fuzzers for detecting correctness and performance bugs. In summary, our paper makes the following contributions:

- We present Mozi, a framework for identifying DBMS bugs using configuration-based equivalent transformations, which complements existing methods such as metamorphic testing. Mozi aims to generate different DBMS instantiations that should produce equivalent results when executing the same SQL query. By designing test oracles based on the result comparison, we can detect different types of bugs.
- We propose a three-step process for using Mozi to test DBMSs: first, analyze the execution plan of a generated SQL query; second, manipulate the DBMS configuration to create an equivalent instance; and finally, issue the same SQL query to the new DBMS and compare the results. We offer a solution for efficiently creating a differently configured DBMS by leveraging the analyzed plan of the query to guide the transformation.
- We implement our approach in Mozi and evaluate it in four popular DBMSs against other state-of-the-art techniques. Mozi reported a total of 101 bugs and 90 bugs have been confirmed as previously unknown bugs. It also found more branches and bugs than other techniques.

## 2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

### DBMS and Configuration

Database Management Systems (DBMSs) refer to the software used to manage the storage and retrieval of data in databases \[58\]. DBMS configuration refers to the settings and parameters that can adjust the behavior of database management systems. These configuration options can affect the performance, reliability, and security of the database system. Table 1 shows common categories of DBMS configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buffer cache</td>
<td>Size and behavior of the buffer cache.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrency</td>
<td>Control of concurrency and locking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory allocation</td>
<td>Memory allocation and usage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk usage</td>
<td>Control of disk space usage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query optimization</td>
<td>Optimization of query execution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Access control and authentication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[1\]PQS, NoREC, and TLP are three correctness test oracles utilized in SQLancer.
The buffer cache configuration determines the size and behavior of the buffer cache used by the DBMS to store frequently accessed data in memory. The concurrency configuration controls the degree of concurrency and locking used to manage access to shared data. Memory allocation configuration specifies how memory is allocated and used by the DBMS. Disk usage configuration controls how disk space is allocated and used by the DBMS. The optimization configuration refers to the process of optimizing the DBMS performance to ensure fast and efficient data access and processing. It determines how queries are optimized and executed. Examples include the choice of query optimizer, indexing strategies, and parallelism settings. Finally, the security configuration deals with access control and authentication to the database system.

**DBMS Metamorphic Testing.** Metamorphic testing [5, 6, 32, 49] is a common method to construct oracles to detect correctness bugs of DBMSs. A metamorphic relation is a mathematical relationship between the input change and output change of a software system. When the input changes, and the relationship no longer holds for the corresponding output change, it indicates the presence of an error. A common method is like EMI [26] to construct different, but equivalent variants of a query. More concretely, given a query Q and its semantic equivalent query collection C. The collection C can be used to perform a comparison for any DBMS D: if \( D(Q) \neq D(Q') \) for some \( Q' \in C \), D has a bug. For example, the NoREC [46] method of SQLancer detects the logic bugs of DBMS optimizer by constructing equivalent non-optimization SQL query which can not be optimized by DBMSs based on the existing SQL query. If the non-optimization SQL query gets inconsistent results from the existing SQL query, they detect a logic bug of the optimizer.

However, finding metamorphic relationships for DBMSs is very difficult. Discovering an effective metamorphic relation needs a deep understanding of SQL specification but one relationship can usually focus on only one SQL feature. Besides, the relation may be highly customized for a specific DBMS, which means that adapting it to other DBMSs can be costly.

**Basic Idea of Mozi.** The key idea of Mozi is to change DBMS itself to an equivalent one as a reference to verify the execution results. Specifically, rather than finding a mathematical relationship to build a different query, we choose to transform the DBMS into an equivalent one by changing configurations. Based on the transformation process and query execution results, we can build test oracles to find bugs. For example, when two equivalent DBMSs have different results when executing the same query, there might be a correctness bug in the implementation.

This approach is based on the understanding that changing the configuration can have a critical impact on the system’s behavior, often leading to unexpected consequences. For example, enabling or disabling certain query optimizations can significantly affect the performance of the system, while changing the buffer size or cache size can have an impact on the system’s memory usage. Moreover, different configurations may cause the DBMS to generate different plans and cover completely different code areas. If the modified configuration can create an equivalent DBMS for the query, then the executed plan should have identical semantics but with different operations. In addition, some configuration settings may interact with each other in non-obvious ways, leading to subtle bugs that are hard to diagnose. Based on these observations, we can define different test oracles to detect various kinds of bugs.

**Example: A correctness bug in MySQL.** We demonstrate how Mozi can be used to identify bugs in MySQL through an example of a correctness bug. This bug had significant implications for the optimizer’s correctness and was confirmed and resolved by MySQL developers. One developer commented, “It’s amazing, I can’t imagine that turning off the optimization options would cause such a correctness anomaly”.
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Figure 1: A correctness bug found by Mozi in MySQL. Mozi executes the query and finds the INDEX SCAN configuration in the plan. Next, it disables this configuration to instantiate a transformed DBMS. Finally, it re-executes the SQL query and finds inconsistency query results, which indicates a correctness bug.
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**3 DBMS EQUIVALENT TRANSFORMATION**

The main objective of Mozi is to overcome the limitations of traditional approaches that rely on creating different inputs with equivalent semantics by precisely modeling the input specification. Instead, we propose a **DBMS Equivalent Transformation** approach...
that generates DBMSs with different configurations for testing purposes. Our idea is based on the premise that equivalent DBMSs with different configurations should produce consistent results when given the same input SQL. We can detect various types of bugs by integrating with various test oracles based on the result comparison. For instance, if there are different results, it indicates the presence of correctness bugs. Moreover, if the execution is faster on the optimization-disabled DBMS, it indicates performance bugs. Figure 2 illustrates the overview of utilizing DBMS equivalent transformation to test bugs with different test oracles. The process consists of three main steps: 1) Plan Analysis, 2) Plan-Guided Equivalent Transformation, 3) Various Test Oracles Construction. The following text in this section will first give some definitions and then present the details of each step.

### 3.1 Definitions
To better describe the thoughts behind Mozi, we first give some detailed definitions of concepts related to equivalent transformation.

**DBMS Configuration Variants.** We define $D$ to be the set of all possible DBMSs, incorporating the various configuration options available. Let $C$ be the set of configurations for the DBMS. We use $Conf(D, c)$ to describe the value for configuration $c$ in DBMS $D$. DBMS $D_s$'s configuration variant set $D_c$ is defined as:

$$D_c = \{D' \in D | \exists c \in C, Conf(D', c) \neq Conf(D, c)\}.$$  

**DBMS Configuration Transformation.** A DBMS Configuration transformation from $D$ to its variant $D'$ ($D' \in D_c$), denoted by $T(D, D')$, is a set of functions that map each different configuration $c$ from $D$ to $D'$, which could be defined as:

$$T(D, D') = \{c1 \rightarrow c2 \in C \times C | c1! = c2\},$$  

where $c1 = Conf(D, c)$ and $c2 = Conf(D', c)$.

**Query Equivalence.** Given a query $q$ and a DBMS $D$ along with its data set $d$, we use $D(q,d)$ to denote the deterministic result rows retrieved from DBMS $D$. Given a set of queries $Q$ under some data set $d$, two DBMS $D, D' \in D$ are equivalent to $Q$ if and only if

$$\forall q \in Q, D(q, d) = D'(q, d).$$  

**Equivalent Transformation.** We use $D_Q = D'_Q$ to denote that $D$ and $D'$ are equivalent to the query set $Q$. Based on the predefined concepts, $T(D, D')$ is an equivalent transformation if and only if

$$D' \in D_c \land \{D'|D_Q = D'_Q\}.$$  

### 3.2 Plan Analysis
Mozi transforms the configuration based on the query plan. It is built on the understanding that a plan not only reflects the query’s execution but also includes the configuration options that influence it. Consider Figure 3 as an example, where we intend to execute a query in PostgreSQL that joins two tables. The figure shows the execution plan that PostgreSQL has devised for this query. It shows that PostgreSQL has chosen to employ a hash join to join the “orders” and “users” tables, as well as a bitmap index scan to filter out orders with a total price greater than 100. The plan also indicates that the “users” table is scanned sequentially.

Using the plan, we can alter the execution process by disabling enable_hashjoin, enable_bitmapscan, and enable_seqscan. Additionally, the plan reveals that certain configuration options were employed to influence it. For instance, the choice of the Hash Join step is determined by the configuration option “work_mem” which determines the memory available for hash joins, sorts, and aggregations. In this instance, the planner estimated that the available
3.3 Plan-Guided Equivalent Transformation

Ensuring query equivalence between DBMSs while making changes to their configurations that can impact the query execution process based on a test oracle is a challenging task. The changes should be carefully crafted to ensure that meaningful comparisons can be made between the execution results of the original and modified DBMSs with respect to the test oracle while preserving the equivalence. To address the challenge, Mozi proposes the plan-guided configuration transformation approach.

Algorithm 1: Plan-Guided Equivalent Transformation

```
Input : Query Q, DBMS D;
Original configuration space C,
Test oracle T;

Output : Transformed configuration C’
1. P ← extractPlan(Q, D);
2. Cp ← getConfigurations(P);
3. Ct ← getInfluencedConfigurations(T);
4. C’ ← C \ (Cp ∩ Ct);
5. foreach c ∈ Cp ∩ Ct do
   if flipCoin(c) then
     v ← getOnePossibleValue(c);
     if a == getValue(c) do
       v ← getAnotherPossibleValue(c);
     end
   end
   setValue(c, v);
6. C’ = C’ ∪ c;
7. return C’;
```

Algorithm 1 shows the overall process of plan-guided equivalent transformation. First, we analyze and extract the plan for the executed query (Line 1). Based on the plan and predefined test oracle, we can identify the candidate configuration sets relevant to both of them (Lines 2-4). In particular, the configurations related to the test oracles will be discussed in Section 3.4. Besides, to ensure equivalence, we only change configurations that are not critical to the query’s correctness but related to the plan. For example, we could change the configurations like memory allocation and disk usage. Some other configurations that are related to low-level functionalities will not be considered, such as “max_relations” which is used to limit the maximum number of tables in the database.

After that, we decided whether to transform the configuration parameter in the candidate sets. For each configuration in the candidate sets, we use the function flipCoin to decide whether to change it randomly (Line 6). For each passed configuration, we first calculate a valid value while not equal to the current one (Lines 7-10). If true, then we will set the target value to the configuration and add it to the result set. It is essential to ensure that the target value does not violate any constraints or assumptions and guarantees that the DBMS will still return accurate results. For instance, the amount of memory allocated should not surpass the available memory, and the time limit should be long enough to guarantee the successful retrieval of results.

3.4 Various Test Oracles Construction

Based on the equivalent transformation, we could detect bugs in DBMSs under various test oracles. For example, we could utilize equivalent transformation to conduct correctness testing, performance testing, memory safety testing, authorization testing, and compliance testing. In the following content of this section, we will discuss how to construct test oracles that detect correctness and performance issues. Additionally, we will also explore how to apply equivalent transformations in other test oracles in Section 6.

Test Oracles for Correctness Bugs. Correctness bugs refer to errors in the results of a query. It is also known as logic bugs. To detect correctness bugs, we could directly compare the results from equivalent DBMSs, and check whether the results are different.

One important problem is determining the related configurations to correctness bugs. Specifically, the DBMS configurations need to be modified to guarantee that the execution of queries on two different DBMSs will behave differently but produce consistent results. To achieve this goal, many configurations of certain types can be utilized while testing for correctness errors. First, the optimization configurations can be used to directly alter the query plan and affect query execution. Moreover, some configurations that have indirect impacts could also be considered, such as buffer cache configuration, memory allocation configuration, and disk usage configuration. For instance, a configuration that affects the allocation of memory buffers may not directly impact query processing, but it may lead to memory leaks or corruption, ultimately resulting in incorrect query results or even system crashes.

After the query is re-executed on the transformed DBMS, the results are compared to those obtained from the original DBMS execution. If the values returned by both systems are the same for every query, then the results are considered matched. However, if there are any differences in the returned values, Mozi will flag the results as unmatched and log the differences.
**Test Oracles for Performance Bugs.** We can also use DBMS equivalent transformation to test performance bugs. A basic way is applying the equivalent transformation process to create a weakened version of the original DBMS, which is designed to have lower performance. If the weakened DBMS significantly performs better than the original DBMS, it indicates a potential performance bug.

In a cost-based optimizer, it is generally expected that disabling optimization operators will not lead to improved database engine performance. If it does, this indicates a performance bug, which can result in slower query processing and reduced system throughput. Such issues can be referred to as performance anomalies caused by reversed optimization. To detect these errors, a DBMS can be weakened by applying configuration transformations such as disabling query optimization or limiting resource usage. The SQL query is then executed on the transformed DBMS, and the plan and execution time are obtained. If the new execution time is lower than the original execution time while the results are equal, a potential performance anomaly is detected. This technique is useful in identifying and resolving performance issues in a cost-based optimizer, which is widely used in popular DBMSs.

For example, in our experiment, the execution time of one SQL query executed by MySQL with the `hash_join` optimization operator was 10.42 seconds. When disabling `hash_join` optimization operators, the new execution time was only 1.54 seconds, which reduces the original execution time by 85%. The decline in performance resulting from optimization implies that this is indeed a performance issue, and the issue has also been confirmed by the developers of MySQL.

## 4 IMPLEMENTATION

As depicted in Figure 4, the Mozi framework has two layers, namely Transformation Layer and Adaptation Layer.

**Transformation Layer.** This layer performs DBMS equivalent transformations. The plan analyzer executes SQL commands such as “EXPLAIN” [20, 41] to obtain the execution plan and extract the involved SQL operations. The configuration transformer sets configuration on-the-fly by using SQL commands. For example, to disable sequential scan types in the plan derived by PostgreSQL, we can use the SQL command “SET ENABLE_SEQSCAN TO OFF”. The result checker compares the results of query executions on equivalent DBMSs based on test oracles.

The test oracles include correctness testing, performance testing, and others. Currently, specific configurations are first classified by category or component related to the oracle and then further determined manually. For example, configurations related to optimizers are often associated with performance issues. Based on that, we have identified 26 and 21 performance-related configurations for MySQL and PostgreSQL according to their functionalities [19, 38], respectively.

**Adaptation Layer.** This layer handles adaptations for different target DBMSs with certain specifications. It has a SQL specification analyzer and a query generator. The SQL specification analyzer is used to analyze the SQL specification file to get the supported SQL clauses and configuration lists. The query generator utilizes the analyzed results to produce queries of varying complexity, ranging from straightforward ones to more complex queries that involve joins and subqueries. Specifically, we will extract the BNF paradigm’s grammar rules and the clauses supported by the DBMS from the DBMS grammar file. Following this, we will engage in SQL statement modeling. During the query generation process, the generator first constructs the basic skeleton of the syntax tree. Subsequently, it recursively selects clauses to populate nodes with a certain probability, generating queries that encompass a broader range of configurations. This process establishes a comprehensive testing ground for various scenarios and optimizations. In addition, the generator avoids generating queries with non-deterministic behaviors. These behaviors may confuse oracles and lead to false alarms. For example, the generator avoids using functions like random() or ever-changing environment variables like time.

![Figure 4: The core components of Mozi.](image)

### 5 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of detecting bugs with the test oracle constructed by Mozi. Our evaluation aims to answer the following questions:

- **RQ1:** Can Mozi find previously unknown correctness and performance bugs?
- **RQ2:** How does Mozi perform compared to other DBMS testing techniques?
- **RQ3:** How effective is the plan-guided transformation for Mozi in detecting the bugs?
- **RQ4:** Can Mozi help other fuzzers find bugs?

#### 5.1 Evaluation Setup

We evaluated Mozi on four widely used open-source DBMSs, namely MySQL (8.0.32), MariaDB (10.8), Clickhouse (22.11.4.3), and PostgreSQL (15.2). The experiments were conducted on a machine running 64-bit Ubuntu 20.04 with an AMD EPYC 7742 Processor @ 2.25 GHz, 128 cores, and 504 GiB of main memory. All DBMSs were tested using docker containers that were downloaded directly from their websites. Each docker container is allocated with 5 CPU cores and 40 GiB of RAM.
5.2 DBMS Vulnerability Detection

**Bug Statistics.** We applied Mozi to test performance and correctness bugs in three weeks. The four evaluated DBMSs are widely used and well-tested. Nevertheless, Mozi performed well and finally found 101 previously unknown bugs in them. We also used SQLancer [45] (with test oracles PQS [48], TLP [47], and NoREC [46]), Apollo [25], and Amoeba [33] to test these DBMSs, but they can only find a subset of these bugs (shown in Section 5.3).

Table 2 shows the statistics of the bugs. Mozi reported a total of 49 correctness bugs and 52 performance bugs. We reported all the bugs to the corresponding DBMS developers. Among them, 46 correctness bugs and 44 performance bugs have been confirmed as previously unknown bugs. At the time of writing this paper, 57 bugs have been fixed, and we have received gratitude from the developers. In addition, 11 bugs are still being validated by the developers due to the complexity of DBMS.

**Table 2: Number of reported and confirmed bugs by Mozi in three weeks.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBMS</th>
<th>Correctness Reported</th>
<th>Correctness Confirmed</th>
<th>Performance Reported</th>
<th>Performance Confirmed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clickhouse</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bug Severity.** Based on the analysis of the DBMS developer, the bugs detected by Mozi are distributed in over 35 components on the tested DBMSs. The correctness bugs are hard to detect because they will not cause obvious signs such as system crashes. The performance bugs are also critical because they could influence the overall response time of the DBMS. More importantly, during our communication with the developers, they expressed their interest in discovering vulnerabilities by constructing an equivalent DBMS. And they discovered many issues that they had never focused on in the development. At the time of writing this paper, developers have fixed a total of 57 bugs.

Moreover, many bugs had been present in the DBMSs for many years before being detected. Figure 5 displays the time distribution of the imported error codes for the confirmed bugs. As shown in the figure, 25 bugs had remained latent for over 3 years, while 43 bugs were imported within the last 1 year. Without Mozi, these bugs may remain for more time and result in potential harm. Here we present a performance bug in PostgreSQL only found by Mozi.

**Case Study.** Figure 6 illustrates the process of triggering a significant performance bug in PostgreSQL. The bug causes a considerable decrease in PostgreSQL’s performance on the `index_scan` optimization, a classical technique for optimizing SQL queries by efficiently accessing data through indexes. Normally, using `index_scan` should result in faster data retrieval than performing a full table scan using `full_scan`. However, utilizing the `index_scan` optimization in this instance led to a 20x decrease in performance compared to not using it.

```sql
-- Step 1. Create the init tables
create table t1 ( v0 int, v1 varchar,... );
create table t2 ( v0 CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, v1 float,... );
create table t3 ( v0 float primary key, v1 float,... );
-- Step 2. Add index to the tables
create index i1 on t1 (v1) using hash;
-- Step 3. Insert records to tables
insert into v1 value(1,'v5easaw',...);
-- Step 4. The SQL query for execution: Execution Time: 11.42s
select case when (EXISTS (select ref1.v as c0, ...) and (s0.c0 is not NULL))
then s0.c0 else s0.c0 end as c0, MONTH(s0.c1) as c1,
JSON_OBJECT() as c2, case when s1.c8 is not NULL
then s1.c8 else s1.c8 end (select ...);
-- Step 5. Close the index_scan optimization
set enable_indexscan='off'--
-- Step 6. Execute the same SQL query, Execution Time: 0.534s
```

**Figure 6: The simplified PoC to trigger the performance bug in PostgreSQL.** The bug is influenced by the `index_scan` optimization, which was only detected by Mozi.

The mechanism to trigger the bug. Figure 6 illustrates the steps to trigger bugs in PostgreSQL. In Step 1, Mozi creates complex initial tables. It then adds constraints, such as indexes, to the tables in Step 2, followed by inserting a large number of records into them in Step 3. In Step 4, Mozi generates a SQL query that includes some complex clauses and requires scanning some records from table t1, which triggers the `index_scan` optimization of PostgreSQL. As shown, PostgreSQL takes 11.42 seconds to execute the SQL query. However, after disabling the `index_scan` optimization in Step 5, PostgreSQL only takes 0.534 seconds to execute the same SQL query. The performance decrease caused by using the `index_scan` optimization is significant, leading to a 20x slowdown compared to not using the optimization in execution.

Why was the bug only discovered by Mozi? The bug involves DBMS configuration changes, which can hardly be detected by other DBMS testing methods. Specifically, SQLancer and Amoeba detect the bugs by constructing the equivalent SQL query, which does not change the configuration of DBMS. Therefore, this bug cannot be discovered by them. Similarly, Apollo detects the regression performance bugs of DBMSs by comparing the response time of two different-version DBMSs with the same configuration, thus it cannot detect this kind of bug. In contrast, Mozi detected this bug.
by constructing a test oracle for performance bug detection with configuration-based equivalent transformation. In summary, the results indicate that Mozi can detect previously unknown correctness and performance bugs, which adequately answers RQ1.

### 5.3 Comparison with Other Techniques

We implement Mozi with correctness and performance test oracles into Mozi cor and Mozi per to detect correctness bugs and performance bugs, respectively.

**Compared Techniques and Setup.** To evaluate the effectiveness of our framework, Mozi, we conducted a comparison study between Mozi cor and Mozi per with the state-of-the-art DBMS testing methods. Specifically, we compared Mozi cor against SQLancer using three logic test oracles, namely PQS [48], NoREC [46], and TLP [47] for correctness bug detection. In the following text, we will refer to these three implementations of SQLancer by their respective oracle names. We also compared Mozi per with Apollo [25] and Amoeba [33] for performance bug detection. Currently, Amoeba only supports PostgreSQL. We ran the testing tools on each DBMS for 24 hours and recorded the number of triggered bugs. All bugs were reported to the developers, and we used the confirmed number of bugs as the result. To ensure a fair comparison, we collected the generated queries from each testing method and dry-ran the queries to ensure uniform branch coverage.

**Results.** Mozi outperforms other testing methods in detecting both performance and correctness bugs. Table 3 displays the number of bugs detected by each method. In 24 hours, Mozi cor detected a total of 29 bugs. Compared to PQS, NoREC, and TLP, Mozi cor found 25, 22, and 21 more bugs, respectively. For performance bugs, Mozi per discovered 27 bugs, while Apollo and Amoeba detected 3 and 1 bugs on the tested DBMSs, respectively.

We investigated the bugs and found that the bugs identified by Mozi did not overlap with other techniques. This is because Mozi detects problems through the transformation of DBMS configurations, which is a process not employed by the other methods. On the other hand, Mozi did not find the bugs detected by other techniques. This disparity arises because PQS, NoREC, and TLP employ highly customized test oracles, with the latter two incorporating statement changes not utilized in Mozi cor. The test oracles of Amoeba and Apollo for identifying performance bugs differ from Mozi per. The first one necessitates constructing an equivalent statement, while the other requires referencing the previous version. In contrast, Mozi utilizes DBMS transformation, resulting in a low likelihood of identifying common bugs.

Table 3: The number of detected bugs by each DBMS testing method in 24 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBMS</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PQS</td>
<td>NoREC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clickhouse</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main reason for Mozi’s improvement in bug detection and branch coverage is its independence from specific SQL features in test oracle. This flexibility enables Mozi to test a broader range of functionalities within the DBMS. Specifically, PQS, NoREC, and TLP, and Amoeba are constructed based on specific features to create test cases, which limits the SQL grammar they can support. For example, NoREC detects logic bugs in the DBMS optimizer by constructing equivalent optimized and unoptimized queries based on the optimizer rules. However, this approach only covers SQL grammar that conforms to the optimizer rules. In contrast, Mozi generates SQL queries without any limitations on the SQL grammar since it relies on the DBMS itself to evaluate query results. As a result, Mozi can support more SQL grammar and cover more branches compared to PQS, NoREC, and TLP, which explains why it can detect more correctness bugs in these DBMSs.

**Apollo** generates queries by comparing the query performance of two versions of the same DBMS, which is effective for detecting performance regression bugs. However, Apollo is limited by utilizing differential testing on current and previous DBMS versions. The bugs that exist in both versions will not be detected. In addition, this approach relies heavily on the differences between the two versions, which can limit the diversity of its generated queries. If the differences between versions are minimal, Apollo may not be able to generate a sufficient number of unique queries to fully test the different logic in the DBMS. Differently, Mozi transforms the DBMS based on the executed query. It expands the differences by changing configurations thus more DBMS behaviors could be triggered. Moreover, in cases where there are only a limited number of versions of DBMS available, Apollo may encounter difficulty in applying. The result illustrates that Mozi can test more functionality of the DBMS and cover more branches, leading to the detection of more performance bugs, which adequately answers RQ2.

Table 4 shows the number of branches covered by each method in 24 hours. It shows that Mozi covers more branches in 24 hours when compared to other testing methods. Specifically, compared to three correctness bug testing methods, Mozi cor covered a total of 64,973, 54,464, and 43,236 more branches than PQS, NoREC, and TLP, respectively. And compared to the performance bug testing fuzzer Apollo, Mozi per covered a total of 28,499 more branches in MySQL, MariaDB, Clickhouse, and PostgreSQL. Compared to Amoeba, Mozi covered 14,084 more branches in PostgreSQL.

**Table 4: The number of covered branches by each DBMS testing method in 24 hours.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBMS</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PQS</td>
<td>NoREC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>50,294</td>
<td>52,984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>40,154</td>
<td>42,938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clickhouse</td>
<td>65,980</td>
<td>69,842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>59,811</td>
<td>60,984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>216,239</td>
<td>226,748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>64,937</td>
<td>54,464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The improvement is only for PostgreSQL since Amoeba only supports it among four DBMSs at the time of writing.
5.4 Importance of Plan-Guided Algorithm

We implement Mozi \(^{IP}\) to measure the importance of the plan-guide transformation in Mozi. It disables the plan-guided component, which randomly changes the configuration without any guidance from the execution plan of the SQL query. Note that there are two versions of Mozi \(^{IP}\), Mozi \(^{IP\text{cor}}\), which uses the correctness test oracle, and Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\), which uses the performance test oracle. We run Mozi \(^{IP\text{cor}}\) and Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) against their plan-guided disabled versions for 24 hours and collect the number of detected bugs and covered branches for comparison.

**Table 5:** Number of detected correctness bugs and covered branches of Mozi \(^{IP\text{cor}}\) and Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) in 24 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBMS</th>
<th>Mozi (^{IP\text{cor}})</th>
<th>Mozi (^{IP\text{per}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clickhouse</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows the number of detected correctness bugs and covered branches by Mozi \(^{IP\text{cor}}\) and Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\). The table illustrates that the plan-guided algorithm helps Mozi find more correctness bugs and cover more branches. Specifically, Mozi \(^{IP\text{cor}}\) triggered 4, 7, 5, and 2 more correctness bugs and covered 1865, 5110, 6559, and 8689 more branches when compared to Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) on MySQL, MariaDB, Clickhouse, and PostgreSQL, respectively.

**Table 6:** Number of detected performance bugs and covered branches of Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) in 24 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBMS</th>
<th>Mozi (^{IP\text{per}})</th>
<th>Mozi (^{IP\text{ipp}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clickhouse</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 shows the number of detected performance bugs and covered branches by Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) and Mozi \(^{IP\text{ipp}}\). First, Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) found more performance bugs than the plan-guided disabled version. Specifically, Mozi found 7, 8, 2, and 1 more performance bugs when compared to Mozi \(^{IP\text{ipp}}\) on MySQL, MariaDB, Clickhouse, and PostgreSQL, respectively. Furthermore, it is possible that more performance bugs arose from higher branch coverage. More concretely, in the testing, Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) covered 4011, 6403, 6667, and 6057 more branches compared to Mozi \(^{IP\text{ipp}}\) on MySQL, MariaDB, Clickhouse, and PostgreSQL, respectively.

From the results, we can see that the plan guidance plays an important role in the performance of Mozi. It not only helps Mozi cover more states in target DBMSs and also helps to find more bugs. The main reason is that plan guidance helps Mozi find the configurations related to the execution processes of the SQL query. By changing these configurations, the optimization plan might be changed significantly. Thus many new behaviors will be triggered and new branches will be covered. When disabling the plan guidance, Mozi \(^{IP}\) transforms the DBMS by arbitrarily modifying the configuration. However, arbitrarily changing might not influence the covered logic of the specific query. Consequently, Mozi could cover more branches than Mozi \(^{IP}\). Therefore, plan guidance plays a crucial role in effectively covering branches and successfully detecting bugs, which adequately answers RQ3.

5.5 Scalability of Mozi to Other Fuzzers

SQLsmith and SQIRREL are two widely used fuzzers targeting crash bugs. To measure the scalability of utilizing Mozi to help other tools find bugs, we adapt the two test oracles of Mozi to these two fuzzers to detect performance bugs and correctness bugs in DBMS. Specifically, we implement SQLsmith+Mozi \(^{IP\text{cor}}\) and SQIRREL+Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) to detect correctness bugs. We also implement SQLsmith+Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) and SQIRREL+Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) to detect the performance bugs. Note that we only use 294 and 378 lines of C++ codes to adapt the two test oracles to SQLsmith, 287 and 391 lines of C++ codes for SQIRREL, respectively. The test oracles in Mozi are constructed using a configuration-based equivalent transformation approach that is independent of SQL generation. Therefore, Mozi can easily adapt to other SQL generators and perform well in detecting bugs. Specifically, for every query generated by them, we initially execute it using the original configuration of the target DBMS. Subsequently, guided by the plan, we transform the configuration and re-run the query to detect bugs. After that, the original configuration is restored, and the tools are employed to generate the next query. We run these tools on the four test DBMSs for 24 hours and compare them with SQLsmith and SQIRREL, respectively. Note that SQLsmith+Mozi \(^{IP\text{cor}}\), SQLsmith+Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\), SQIRREL+Mozi \(^{IP\text{cor}}\), and SQIRREL+Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) can still detect crash bugs because we do not close the basic functionality of each tool.

Table 7 shows the number of crash bugs, correctness bugs, and performance bugs detected by each tool in 24 hours. It shows that Mozi performs well when scaled to other fuzzers. First, Mozi helps SQLsmith and SQIRREL detect correctness bugs and performance bugs with the two test oracles. Specifically, SQLsmith+Mozi \(^{IP\text{cor}}\) and SQIRREL+Mozi \(^{IP\text{cor}}\) discovered 13 and 7 correctness bugs apart from crash bugs, respectively. Similarly, SQLsmith+Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) and SQIRREL+Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) also detected 14 and 12 performance bugs in addition to the crash bugs, respectively. By combining the test oracle built by equivalent transformation, these tools are given the ability to find correctness and performance issues. Based on the generated SQL queries, Mozi transforms the target DBMSs into equivalent ones, resulting in potentially different behaviors. This allows for the comparison of query results, enabling the detection of correctness and performance bugs.

Moreover, Mozi does not significantly diminish the effectiveness of SQLsmith and SQIRREL in detecting crash bugs. Specifically, SQLsmith+Mozi \(^{IP\text{cor}}\) and SQLsmith+Mozi \(^{IP\text{per}}\) only missed one crash bug each when compared to SQLsmith. This is because...
Mozi requires multiple executions of each SQL query and additional SQL statements to alter the DBMS configuration. In other words, the augmented versions executed fewer SQL queries and thus missed one bug. However, modifying the DBMS configuration and re-executing SQL queries can potentially trigger new behaviors in the DBMS, which can aid in identifying new bugs. For example, SQLsmith+ detected the same 6 crash bugs as Squirrel, and SQLsmith+ identified one additional crash bug compared to Squirrel. In summary, Mozi can help other fuzzers find more bugs of various types, which adequately answers RQ4.

### 6 DISCUSSION

**Adaptability of Mozi.** Mozi is adaptable to DBMSs which support changing configurations during runtime. For a new DBMS, Mozi will automatically derive the related SQL commands and configurations from SQL specifications. The only human cost involved is deciding whether these configurations are relevant to the specific oracle. The cost is controllable because the specific test oracle is related to certain types and the number of one configuration type is generally not large. For example, there are a total of 340 configurations for PostgreSQL and 21 for optimizations related to performance bugs [18].

**Alternative Transformation Methods.** Besides changing configurations, other methods also exist for transforming DBMSs. For example, we could generate various DBMS versions by compiling the source code using different compilers or optimization levels [22], ensuring that these versions are equivalent. Another approach involves detecting the code covered by a given query, removing any unrelated code, and recompiling to generate a query-equivalent DBMS. However, these methods require recompiling the entire DBMS, which can be time-consuming, especially for large and complex DBMSs. An alternative approach is to use on-the-fly recompiling techniques [56]. However, it still imposes a substantial overhead, making it challenging to adapt to DBMS transformations.

**Other Potential Test Oracles.** DBMS equivalent transformation can be used for testing various types of bugs with other test oracles, in addition to correctness and performance bugs. For example, memory safety testing can be performed by creating DBMSs with varied memory configurations and generating test cases to exercise memory allocation, deallocation, and accesses. The process can be combined with dynamic analysis tools such as AddressSanitizer [51]. Moreover, Authorization testing can be performed by creating equivalent DBMSs with different security configurations to verify access controls and permissions. By generating alternative DBMSs with varying security settings, we can thoroughly examine whether certain accesses violate the intended restrictions.

### 7 RELATED WORK

In this section, we will first introduce DBMS Fuzzing, and then focus on works related to DBMS test oracle construction and configuration settings.

**DBMS Fuzzing.** Fuzzing [7, 29, 31, 37, 60] has been applied to DBMSs in recent years and has found hundreds of bugs. These DBMS fuzzers generate SQL test cases continuously, feed them to the target DBMS, and check whether the DBMS works normally when executing them. Most fuzzers [3, 16, 24, 28, 30, 57, 59, 62] focus on generating complex and valid SQL test cases to find the memory safety bugs. They could be roughly divided into generation-based and mutation-based fuzzers. Generation-based fuzzers generate SQL queries based on predefined SQL generation models. SQLsmith [50] generates SELECT statements with complex structures according to its predefined AST models. Amoeba [33] leverages domain-specific design languages to generate SQL queries from scratch based on the schema of the database. Mutation-based fuzzers mutate existing SQL queries to produce new queries, which are always guided by coverage information. Squirrel [62] designs an intermediate representation (IR) to mutate SQL test cases with code coverage guidance. DynSQL [24] establishes a mapping between binary files and SQL query syntax trees. LEGO [28] generates SQL statement sequences with abundant types by exploring SQL statements of different types and analyzing type affinities. Griffin [16] proposes metadata graphs of SQL statements to provide a grammar-free way for mutation of SQL test cases. Unicorn [59] utilizes hybrid input synthesis to generate queries with time-series elements. QPG [3] in SQLancer introduces a mutation technique to use DDL (e.g., CREATE) and DML (e.g., INSERT) statements to change the database state. It saves those mutated cases that cover unseen query plans to explore more behaviors. SQLRight [30] separates SELECT and other statements for mutation, and finally concatenates them together.

Unlike these works that generate complex SQL queries to test database management systems, Mozi takes a different approach. Instead, it is a framework that applies equivalent transformations to DBMSs. By using this technique, Mozi is able to test both correctness and performance bugs. Nevertheless, The SQL generation technique and DBMS equivalent transformation are orthogonal. As
a result, it is possible to adapt the SQL generation technique into Mozi to combine the advantages of both techniques.

**Metamorphic Testing.** Many works [30, 33, 46–48, 53] detect errors in a DBMS by verifying whether the execution results of SQL statements conform to predefined rules. AMoeba [33] aims to find performance bugs in DBMSs by constructing semantically equivalent query pairs and comparing the response times when the DBMS executes them. NOREC [46] and TLP [47] are two test oracles used in SQLancer. NoREC converts a SQL query to one that cannot be optimized by optimizers and compares the two’s execution results to find optimizer bugs. TLP employs the concept of partitioning, wherein a problem is identified by partitioning the original query into multiple more complex queries. The approach involves comparing the results of the original query with the composed result of the partitioned queries to determine their consistency. DQE [53] constructs SQL statements that should access the same rows and verifies whether the rows fetched by these statements are the same during execution. The EMI (Equivalence Modulo Inputs) [26] can be seen as a special case of metamorphic testing. It aims to reduce the complexity of validating the correctness of compilers. It mainly focuses on generating the EMI variants (i.e., the equivalent programs under some test inputs) by randomly deleting or keeping the unexecuted statements on the input set.

Compared to metamorphic testing, our work focuses specifically on changing the DBMS itself. While metamorphic testing relies on manually defining metamorphic relations, our approach automatically generates equivalent DBMSs that can be used for a variety of testing purposes, including performance and correctness testing. Some other test oracles could also be extended like authorization testing and compliance testing.

**Differential Testing.** Some approaches [12, 25, 52] are proposed to test the same SQL statements on different DBMSs, known as differential testing [35]. RAGS [52] proposes the idea of validating the output of SQL statements by comparing the execution results of multiple DBMS vendors. Apollo [25] compares the executing speed of the same SQL statements on different versions of the target DBMS to detect its performance bugs. DT2 [12] finds transaction discrepancies on multiple MySQL-compatible DBMSs by comparing their execution results for the same transactions.

Mozi utilizes a special form of **differential testing** to test correctness and performance bugs. Compared to other works that use one fixed DBMS for comparison, Mozi continuously transforms the configuration of a DBMS to compare it dynamically with different instantiations. Due to the equivalence with respect to queries, Mozi circumvents the problem of not being able to find a DBMS for comparison or only being able to test limited queries with a common syntax in both compared DBMSs.

**Configuration Tuning.** Configuration tuning techniques [14, 27, 54, 55, 61] are already used in DBMS for performance analysis and improvement. To recommend improved configurations, iTuned [14] automatically finds possible high-performance parameter settings and verifies them by running online experiments in production database environments. Many methods use machine learning methods to achieve automated tuning [27, 54, 55]. For example, OtterTune [54] employs large-scale machine learning to automate DBMS tuning by analyzing past experience and new execution information. QTune [27] is a query-aware database tuning system that uses a deep reinforcement learning model to efficiently and effectively tune database configurations.

These works can improve the DBMS performance by configuration tuning, but they ignore the possible bugs under different configurations. Mozi can find such bugs following the DBMS equivalent transformation.

**8 CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we proposed Mozi, a framework for discovering bugs in DBMSs via configuration-based equivalent construction. The framework involves issuing a query to the DBMS, changing configurations on-the-fly, and re-issuing the query to the modified DBMS to compare results. Different results indicate correctness bugs, while faster execution on the weakened DBMS indicates performance bugs. Our experiment results show that Mozi detected many correctness and performance bugs that were missed by other tools, indicating its superiority in terms of bug-finding capabilities. In our future work, we will focus on studying other transformation methods and finding other potential test oracles.
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